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Broadcast agenda. 

2:00 - 2:05 Housekeeping and introductions
Moderator: Carlos León, FNA

2:05 - 2:45 How Challenger FMIs are revolutionizing Cross-border Payments?
Phil Mochan, Founder & CEO, Nomos Digital
and
Claudio Ceresani, Founder & CEO, DGT Solutions

2:45 - 3:00 Q&A

On-demand viewers can ask questions via email: carlos@fna.fi or visit www.fna.fi 

mailto:carlos@fna.fi


FNA is a leader in advanced 
network analytics and simulation. 

FNA’s software is used to 
uncover hidden connections and 
anomalies in large, complex 
datasets; to predict the impact of 
stress events; and to optimally 
configure financial systems and 
infrastructures. 

FNA is trusted by the world’s 
largest central banks, 
government authorities, 
commercial banks and financial 
infrastructures.
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Advanced network analytics and simulation solutions for FMIs

Schedule a demo to explore how FNA’s Payments Simulation or CBDC Simulation solutions can support your project. 

https://meetings.hubspot.com/carlos526/fna-simulator-demo


Broadcast speakers

Claudio Ceresani
Founder & CEO, 
DGT Solutions

Guest

Phil Mochan
Founder & CEO, 
Nomos Digital

Guest

Claudio has over 30 years of extensive management and 
global business experience in payment systems. Claudio is a 
subject matter advisors on Real-time Payments, High-Value 
and retail payments processing, Central Bank Digital 
Currency, and Clearing and Settlement of securities and 
equities.

To date, Claudio has dealt with more than 50 Central Banks 
and Market Infrastructures giving businesses and technical 
advice and has, in addition, been personally involved in 
shaping the transformation of more than 20 Central Banks’ 
payment system strategies. 

Claudio founded DGT Solutions to enable Central institutions 
to accomplish complex transformation initiatives through the 
application of business innovation and specialist knowledge.  
He also holds an MBA and a University degree in Electronic 
Engineering.

Phil began his career in Telecoms in the 1980s at the time of the 
sector’s digital transition, initially working internationally with 
multinationals to deliver solutions in e-commerce, messaging and 
the internet and in the last decade or more, Phil has established 
and led a retail payments business and a digital post-trade 
business, becoming a thought leader in the digitalisation of capital 
market infrastructure in the process. 

In 2021, he established Nomos bringing an innovative deliverable 
solution to the problems of cross-border payments through a 
partnership with central banks and correspondent banks by 
addressing the core problems of adaptability, settlement and 
liquidity. 

He has qualifications in Computer Engineering, Marketing and 
Corporate Finance and speaks several languages inadequately. 
He is a Member of the Chartered Institute of Marketing and a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.
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TBC. 

Resources

Get i



Ask FMI & Digital Currencies solution team any questions here or visit www.fna.fi

Schedule a demo to explore how FNA’s Payments Simulation or CBDC Simulation 
solutions can support your project. 

Get in touch with the DGT Solutions: website and follow them on LinkedIn 

Get in touch with the Nomos Digital: website and follow them on LinkedIn 

Get in touch

Coming up in September 2022 

September 15, CBDC Simulation tech showcase:

September 22, FMI Broadcast #5 with: 

September 28, SupTech Broadcast #1 with:

September 29, CBDC Broadcast #9 with:

Thank you.

#4 The FMI broadcast 
has now finished.

mailto: carlos@fna.fi
http://www.fna.fi
https://meetings.hubspot.com/sean-dedenys/fnas-simulator-demo
https://dgt.solutions/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dgt-solutions-corp/
https://nomos.digital/correspondent-banks
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nomos-digital/

